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interdependent diversities: reflections on the community-diversity dialectic

greg townley

highlights

- the community-diversity dialectic represents the tension between sense of community and diversity.
- two contemporary examples that illustrate the theory are the so-called “alt-right” and pokémon go.
- interdependence is paramount to reconciling tensions between sense of community and diversity.

abstract this commentary reflects on the community-diversity dialectic, summarizing its development and reviewing its impact on community psychology research and practice. two contemporary examples are presented to illustrate both the possibilities of and challenges to bridging the gap between sense of community and diversity: the rise of the so-called “alt-right” on the one hand, and the popularity of pokémon go on the other. the article concludes with a brief discussion of kurt lewin’s contributions to group dynamics theory, they have an influence over what the neighborhood is like, and if they feel a strong sense of community with others in their neighborhoods. these questions seemed to elicit a reaction in participants that was different from other questions in the survey—typically, a confusion or bewilderment that such an experience was even possible, as if having a mental health disability meant that the pursuit of belonging was an unachievable goal. as i began studying sense of community more closely, i realized that seymour sarason’s own words perfectly captured what was likely happening.